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Single-Handed Sailing

A paper by Alan Green - 15th August 2002

1  At the November 2001 meeting of the ISAF Oceanic Committee I undertook to
make enquiries in the UK to help prepare for ISAF a “solid response” to be delivered
if required to “regulatory bodies” (see Oceanic Minutes 11/01). These considerations
refer to offshore sailing in yachts with accommodation over time periods which
exceed that for which a normal healthy individual can stay awake and alert without
sleep.  This period is probably in the region of 18-20 hours.

2  I discussed the question with Mark Turner (Offshore Challenges, manager of Ellen
McArthur and also an accomplished long-distance single-handed sailor), Rod Carr
(Secretary General, Royal Yachting Association), John Lewis (General Secretary,
Royal Western Yacht Club of England, organisers of single-handed transatlantic
events), and Mike Richey (former Secretary General of the Royal Institute of
Navigation, former Secretary of the International Association of Institutes of
Navigation).  I obtained papers from a 1978 study of single-handing written by the
following: Cdr LRR Foster of the Royal Western; Colonel HG Hasler who virtually
invented modern single-handed racing; JD Sleightholme former editor of Yachting
Monthly and a sponsor of single-handed racing; Captain AN Cockcroft FRIN, co-
author of A Guide to Collision Avoidance Rules, and Captain A Wepster, former
Director of Navigation Research at the Netherlands Maritime Institute. I have read the
opinions often expressed in print by the late Bernard Hayman, former Editor of
Yachting World and long-serving member of the UK Governmental Safety of
Navigation Committee.  I was allowed to see papers written for a 1998 RYA study by
Rod Carr (then Racing Manager); Ted Osborn of the Cruising Association; Bernard
Bonneau of the Federation Francaise de la Voile; Mark Schrader former participant in
and director of the Around Alone Race; James Boyd, sailor and writer for Yachting
World and the web site Mad for Sailing; and an article published in The Times by Ed
Gorman.

3  With the exceptions of the views of Bernard Hayman and Ted Osborn, all of the
above are in favour of single-handed racing and sailing. The majority could be
distilled into a position statement and rationale for ISAF (not unlike that already
followed by the RYA and the FFV):-

3.1 Draft Position Statement

• ISAF does not have the power to prevent single-handed sailing, however:

• through maintaining close contact with single-handed sailing and
notwithstanding the consideration of single-manning, ISAF will-

• promote the highest standards of safety and efficiency  in
equipment, training, and event management, and

• facilitate communications and encourage mutual understanding
between single-handed sailors, organisers and official bodies
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3.2 Rationale

In forming its policy on single-handed sailing ISAF noted that:-

• Single-handers are in the main limited to an LOA of 60 feet in turn limiting the
weight, impact and consequences to other vessels of any collision

• Millions of miles have been sailed over many years by hundreds of single-
handers without collision

• “A ban on the practice of single-handed sailing would make little, if any
contribution to the improvement of safety at sea……….it is the standard of
lookout on merchant ships which presents a far more urgent problem” –
comment by Captain A N Cockroft, master mariner.

• Race organisers are required under the ISAF code of conduct for the
organisation of oceanic races (published as Special Regulations Appendix H)
to inform in advance SAR authorities through whose areas they will pass

• The already small collision risk is further reduced by modern technology and
practice including the following, employed by single-handers:-

• radar activity detectors
• radar guard zones
• passive radar reflectors and RTEs
• the study and management of the psychology of sleep (leading to the

ability to sleep in very short sessions: these can be compared with the
time that, eg a single-handed fisherman may spend tending fishing gear
away from the wheelhouse, or the time spent away from the bridge by a
watchkeeper in a short-handed ship going to call a relief,  etc.)

• increasingly effective monitoring by satellite and shore race HQs which
have better liaison with SAR and other authorities

• GMDSS equipment
• formal training courses and skills development initiatives in France and

the UK specifically for single-handers
• qualification voyages of short and intermediate length for major
• transoceanic events
• a keen and practiced sense of self-preservation

• Single-handed sailing is challenging and aspirational and achieves enormous
publicity, the great majority favourable.  In the event that ISAF declined to
support single-handed sailing ISAF would separate itself from a dynamic and
influential sailing community and begin to fragment the sailing world – in
direct opposition to ISAF’s recent moves to bring offshore sailing closer to
ISAF.

• Prior to the present considerations, ISAF had honoured Ellen McArthur for her
single-handed achievements in the Vendee Globe 2000.

• The view of high authority outside the world of sailing would seem to endorse
the proposed ISAF policy: Francis Chichester, Alex Rose, Robin Knox-
Johnson, Chay Blyth were all knighted, and Naomi James was made a Dame
by the HM Queen Elizabeth following single-handed trans-oceanic voyages.
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